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It was one day when Paul and Anna get a call from the agents. “There is a person
named Victor who is killing animals and selling their fur for money. You have 5 days and 2
hours.” Sam, the boss of the agency, said.
“We’re on our way,” Anna said. So they went off to Argentina, leaving their kids, Ryan,
5, Rimy, 5, and Kate, 3. Everyone in their neighborhood knew their parents had gone to
Argentina and they were all scared something was going to happen.
The next day, while the parents were in the jet, one of the engines got overheated. The
jet started going down. They were getting closer and closer to the ground. Bang! The jet
started sinking in a huge, rocky stream. Paul and Anna got all scratched up, and sadly, the pilot
passed away. Paul and Anna were lost in a jungle somewhere in Peru. Now they just had to
survive.
After a few days, while the kids were back in Columbia, the babysitter couldn’t live with
the kids forever, so the closest friends of the family, The Smiths, the Jones and the Diamonds
took them in and gave them good care. Each family took in one kid. Days turned into weeks.
In Columbia, the kids were growing up, and the Diamonds and Ryan are thinking of
moving.
Back in Peru, Paul and Anna are trapped in the middle of Peru. They are in a challenge
to get out and find a way back to their children.
‘Ssssss…” a snake was 25 inches away. It was 4 foot long! “How do you escape a
snake? You know how to kill it?” Paul asked.
“A harpoon!” Anna said.
“Yeah- good idea!” Paul said.
“Sssss….it’s getting closer and closer.”
Finally they spot the snake and it is huge.
Back in Columbia, the Diamonds moved their stuff to Guatemala. They brought their
things and their memories from the neighborhood.
Back at Peru, the snake is aiming for Anna, so Paul hid behind a tree when Anna went
to the snake’s attention and then Paul went to kill the snack. So Anna walked to the waterfall
and Paul slowly hid behind a tree. Anna stopped at the edge of the waterfall, and the Paul
snuck behind the snake. Then snap! He shot the snake. The snake was slowly freezing, and
then they buried the snake to give it the respect it deserved.
“So, where are y’all going to live?” Rimy asked.
“Um, I think in Guatemala in a neighborhood, Orchid Tree and the address is 72182.”
said Ryan.
“So, if I wanted to run away, I could come to your house? Wait! I need to write that
down. So where’s a notebook?” asked Rimy.
Back in Peru, the parents are following the water because the river leads to Columbia
State Lake.

It sounds easy right? But there are all of these obstacles and dangerous animals.
In Columbia, Ryan is saying good-bye to his family and friends and their neighbors and
teachers.
“Goodbye!, Good-bye!” Rimy and Kate said. “Bye!” Ryan said!

In Peru, Paul and Anna are coming and see an alligator was just taking a bath in the
stream.
“Walk back slowly!” Paul whispered. But then Anna steps on a stick and get the
alligator’s attention. The alligator starts walking towards them.
“Let’s use the Shrinkanator!” Anna said.
“Okay.” Paul said. “I can’t find it!”
“What!!!!” Anna said. “Then what are we going to do?”
“Um, um, um, I don’t know! Okay, so do we wait? I can choke hold him. No. What
about…”
As they whisper, no one knows what they’re going to do.
In Columbia, Ryan usually made things fun and knew something to do, so Rimy and
Kate were so bored.
“So what do you want to do?” Kate asked.
“Um, swim? Work out? Jump on on the trampoline? Swim? Wait, did I already say that?
Nah.” Rimy said.
Flash back to Peru.
“Rrrrrrrrr…” The alligator is getting closer.
“We don’t even have a clue of what to do! So what are we going to do?” Anna said in
stress.
“I don’t know yet, but I will figure this out, so just keep throwing sticks or something!”
Paul said. “I got it!” Paul exclaimed and idea.
“Then what is it?” asked Anna in stress.
“So, Here’s the plan. So, I’m going to feed it and then it is going to keep thinking about
the food. Then we’re going to put the food on a stick and going to put it beyond the waterfall.
Then it is going to walk off of the waterfall. Got it?” Paul said.
“Got it!” Anna said, smiling. “OK, then let’s do it so we can get to our children. Yay!”
So Paul got the food and the alligator is walking towards it and Anna is hiding behind a
rock and she doesn’t want any animals to die, but if it gets her to her children then she had to do
it.
“Rrrrrrrr.” She heard the alligator fall down the 100 foot drop waterfall.
In Columbia….
“What about animal jam, monopoly, um, Poker, truth or dare?” asked Rimy.
“I’m still not wanting to do anything. We need Ryan.” said Kate.

“What if we run away to Guatemala? Yay!” Rimy
“No yall are not going to Guatemala” Mrs. Jones said after hearing this conversation.
“Why not mom?!” Rimy said.
“I said, No!”
“Fine.” Rimy exclaimed in sadness.
Back in Peru, after weeks of walking, Paul and Anna make it to a city and are still miles
and miles away from their kids.
“So now we can just call the agency, right?” Anna said.
“With what?” Paul asked.
“Do you have a quarter?” Anna asked.
“Nooooo!”
“Okay, okay, okay, okay, just calm down.” Anna said in stress.
In Columbia...
“Are you thinking of what I’m thinking of?” Rimy said.
“Exactly. Yes!” Kate said.
“Spies! Gymnastics!” they both said at the same time.
“No! Not gymnastics.” Rimy exclaimed.
“Not spies.” Kate said.
“We’re playing spies. We’re playing gymnastics!” Kate and Rimy said at the same time.

“We know that our neighborhood is exactly 2,672 miles from here.” Paul said smartly.
“Okay, but which direction? North, West, East, or South?”
“North? Aye, Aye, Captain!” Anna said childishly. Both of them started laughing.
After months of trying, they find a way to sneak on a plane and make it back their
neighborhood.
Knock, knock, knock. The door opens.
“Anna, Paul?” Mrs. Jones yells.
“Hi!” Anna said in excitement. Just then Rimy came to the door.
“Who are you?” Rimy said
Then Kate came and Anna said in a quieter voice. “Rimy, Kate, y’all got so old!”
Anna said while crying duck tears. “Wait, where’s Ryan?”
“Ryan and the Diamonds moved to Guatemala.” said Mrs. Jones.
“What, Why?” Anna asked.
Mrs. Jones bent down to the kids.
“Remember- This is your mom Anna and your dad Paul. Why you don’t know them
because y’all were little people and then they accidentally got stuck in Peru.”
“Hi, Mommy.” Kate and Rimy said at the same time.
“So, do y’all want to go for a little hunt for your brother?”
“Our brother!” Rimy and Kate asked.
“Yes, but if we keep talking we won’t be able to get Ryan.”
“Okay, okay!” Rimy and Kate said.

“That was a long ride to Guatemala. Now We need to find Ryan.” Kate said strongly.
“Wait, I brought this notebook. Ryan told me his new address before he left. It’s
neighborhood is Orchid tree and the address is 72182.” Rimy said.
“Thank you.” Paul said. “Okay, we’re here now. We just have to knock on the door.”
Knock, knock, knock. The door opened.
“Hello. Hi Anna, Paul. What are y’all doing here?”
“We came back for Ryan.”
“Okay, Ryan, come here.”
“Yes, Mom”
“Well, this is your actual Mom, see your mom and dad went off on a trip and they got
trapped in Peru and so I took over you til they got back, and here they are.”
“Hi Mom.” Ryan said.
And then all of them went back to Columbia to live their life as a family.

The End.

